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Parts List

Tile Assembly
4’ x 6’

Tile Assembly
6’ x 6’

Textile Assembly
4’ x 6’

Acoustic Batting
4’ x 6’
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SHIFT WALLS

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Align and secure the short extrusion 
with four holes at the bottom 
to the caster base using the 
long screw, wingnut and washers.

Use the shorter screw to secure the 
caster base into the threads in the frame. 

Repeat step 2 so that the bases 
are securely attached.
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Insert the long vertical extrusion and 
secure with the hex screw and allen key. 
Repeat this step on the other side.

Step 4 

Step 5

Step 6

Connect the other set of L brackets by 
sliding them inside the second short 
extrusion. Secure with hex screws.

Shift Wall assemblies with FeltForms Tiles continue 
on the next page. Assemblies with tackable surfaces 
and textiles continue on last page.  

Insert the assembly into 
the frame and secure with 
hex screws using allen key.

NOTE



SHIFT WALLS (TILES-4x6)

Insert one of the shorter 
horizontal supports and secure 
with hex screws using allen key. 

NOTE: 
All hardware should be 
facing the same side.

Step 7 Step 8

Step 9 Step 10

Step 11 Step 12

Assemble subsequent rows
of horizontal supports.

Apply the included tape to the
perimeter if the tile. Press tape 
firmly and repeatedly unto tile 
before removing liner.

Repeat Step 11 on the 
other side of the frame.

Apply tiles starting at the corner.
Press tiles firmly and repeatedly
against the frame to ensure
proper adhesion.

Use a tile to
center align 
vertical support.

Use allen key
to secure the 
vertical support.



SHIFT WALLS (TILES-6X6)

Insert one of the shorter 
horizontal supports and secure 
with hex screws using allen key. 

NOTE: 
All hardware should be 
facing the same side.

Step 7 Step 8

Step 9 Step 10

Step 11 Step 12

Assemble subsequent rows
of horizontal supports.

Apply the included tape to the
perimeter if the tile. Press tape 
firmly and repeatedly unto tile 
before removing liner.

Repeat Step 11 on the 
other side of the frame.

Apply tiles starting at the corner.
Press tiles firmly and repeatedly
against the frame to ensure
proper adhesion.

Use a tile to
center align 
vertical support.

Use allen key
to secure the 
vertical support.



SHIFT WALLS (BATTING)

Insert 2 large batting panels
into the top of the frame. 

NOTE: 
Slide the panels inside
attached clips.

Step 7 Step 8

Step 9 Step 10

Step 11

Do not attach
top bar to frame.

Twist clips into
place in frame.

Install textile skins by
guiding the silicone bead
into the frames channel.
Secure corners first and 
work around the frame.

Insert small batting panel
and attach top bar to frame.

Step 12

Finished!

Align the center 
support beam and
secure with screws.
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Step 7 Step 8

Step 12Step 11

Install textile skins by guiding the silicone bead into 
the frames channel. Secure corners first and 
work around the frame.

Apply included adhesive tape 
to acoustic boards perimeter. 
Press firmly to ensure adhesion.

Step 9

Remove tape liner and secure 
acoustic boards to frame.

Step 10

Repeat Step 9 to seal frame
with the acoustic boards.

Use the acoustic board 
to align the center support.  

Align the center 
support beam and
secure with screws.


